Abstract-Mechanical properties at nanoscale are crucial fators in the applications such as nanoscale interconnects and active components in electronic, optoelectronic, and electromechanical devices. Determination of the hardness of nanostructures, especially nano-thin-film, with regime from several to hundreds nanometers is a challenge. In this study, we proposed an ultrasonic vibration (USV)-assisted atomic force microscopy (AFM) method to measure the hardness of bulk materials and nano-thin-film with the thickness of 25 and hundreds nanometers. The hardness properties of material can be detected by the cantilever phase response in the USV machining process. By recording the depth-phase data, the hardness information can be extracted through fitting the data by the mathematical model. The theoretical analysis and experimental results valid the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nanostructures, such as bulk material at nanocale and nanothin-films, have shown unique properties in electronic, optoelectronic, and electromechanical devices. The mechanical properties, especially hardness, of these nanostructures are crucial for designing nano-devices. However, the conventional mechanical properties determination method becomes invalid at nanoscale because the mechanical behavior is significantly affected by material dimensions, especially at nanometer regime [1] . For instance, the yield strengths, tensile strength, elastic strains, and Yong's modulus at micro or nano scale have a huge difference compared with their bulk counterparts [2] [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, developing a method that can determine mechanical properties at nanoscale is important.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) nanoindentation has been used to measure the mechanical properties of metal materials, semiconducting materials, polymers, and biomaterials [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, nanoindetation method by AFM does not take into consideration the interaction of the effect of substrate on thin film, which always makes the measurement hardness value higher than the intrinsic mechanical properties of thin film [10] [11] [12] . The elastic moduli can be determined by ultrasonic frequencies with AFM [13] [14] , however, the hardness of thin film cannot be characterized by these methods. The nanoscratch technique has recently been utilized as an alternative to nanoindentation method to overcome the substrate effect on the hardness measurement of thin film [15] . The nanoscratch technique measures the contact area and depth from the AFM topography image directly with the same tip used to obtain the force-displacement curve [16] . However, the AFM indentation and scratch methods both need the measurement of contact area and force-displacement curve. Besides, the shape of tip needs to be measured and the accuracy of measurement influence the hardness results a lot. In the indentation or scratch process, the tip wear is inevitable, therefore, the measurement results will have large deviation.
Here we propose a hardness determination method based on USV-assisted AFM machining. In the USV-assisted machining process, the phase response of cantilever is recorded in real time [17] . Combining the machined depth obtained by AFM topography image, the depth-phase curve contains the hardness information of machined material. Using the theory of energy conservation and quasi-static, the theoretical analysis was proposed. The experiments were conducted and the results were fitted by our mathematical model, then the hardness value were determined. Comparing with other groups' results, our method is proved to be more valid and efficient than conventional indentation and scratch methods..
II. THEORY

A. General Introduction of USV-Assisted AFM method
The hardness of sample can be determined by using the phase shifting phenomenon of cantilever caused by energy Figure 1 . Schematic of USV-Assisted AFM consumption in the process of mechanical machining of AFM tip. The USV-assisted AFM is simply composed of a commercial AFM system and USV-assisted module as Fig. 1 shows. The USV transducer is glued on the back of the sample and vibrates at ultrasonic frequency. The sample vibrates along with the transducer at the ultrasonic frequency. The AFM works at contact mode in the machining process, and the AFM tip is in contact with the sample surface. The ultrasonic vibration propagates from sample surface to the cantilever through the tip-sample interaction. The sample, tip-sample interaction, and cantilever system are working as a forced vibration system. In the process of machining, the tip-sample interaction is related to many physical factors such as mechanical properties of sample material. The variety of mechanical properties can change the cantilever phase response. Therefore, based on the mathematical analysis of the forced vibration system, the hardness of sample can be determined efficiently.
B. Hardness Determination Theory Based on USV-Assisted AFM
In order to determine the hardness of sample, the tipsample interaction of machining process should be be analyzed. Similar like the micro ultrasonic machining process [18] , the AFM tip indents into the sample surface at a very high speed. The dynamic indent process can be analysis as a quasi-static process because the compact speed is far less than the response speed of elastic and plastic deformation of sample materials as Fig. 2 shows.
In the USV-assisted machining process, the theory of energy conservation can be utilized to determine the machining work by calculating the consumed kinetic energy. As Fig. 2 shows, in the translation from impact to indentation, the consumed kinetic energy can be calculated as [19] :
where d is the indent depth, F(d) is the corresponding force, Aind is the projected area of contact area, H is the hardness of sample, and V is the indent volume.
In the analysis of kinetic energy consumption, the elastic part of the work is estimated to be only 1 to 4% of the total work, therefore, it is usually to be neglected [19] . In this consideration, we built a damping model of USV-assisted machining process for the plastic part of the work. With the condition of forced vibration, the vibrational AFM cantilever can be equivalent to a spring-mass model with the parameters of equivalent stiffness (kc) and mass (mc). These parameters can be determined by experimental and analytical way. Combining the damping model of machining process and spring-mass model of cantilever, we can build the whole forced vibration system model, as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
According to the dynamic model of vibrational system in 
where the relation between the damp (cs) and its absorbed energy (U) can be described as: 
Combining (4), (5), and (1), if we acquire the phase curve of cantilever, then the hardness of sample material can be calculated. 
III. METHODS
The USV-assisted AFM system employed a commercial AFM instrument (Dimension 3100, Bruker Nano, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA), a USV transducer (NCE51, Noliac, Kvistgaard, Denmark), a high-frequency lock-in amplifier (HF2LI, Zurich Instruments AG, Switzerland), function generators (HF2LI, Zurich Instruments AG, Zurich, Switzerland), a signal subtractor (custom design), and a signal generation/acquisition module (NI PCIe-7852R, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). The scratching experiments are conducted with diamond like carbon and electrically conductive doped diamond coated probes (TESPD and DDESP-10, Bruker Nano, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The sample is glued on the surface of USV transducer using phenyl salicylate (Alfa Aesar, Shanghai, China). A 25-nm-thick PS (M.W. 123k, Mw/Mn 1.08 from Alfa Aesar as a 1:110 dilution in methylbenzene toluene) thin film is spin-coated on a clean glass substrate for 60 s at 7000 rpm and then baked for 30 min at 120 °C. First, the effects of USV on machining depth has been investigated. The comparative experiments of machining have been conducted on Au thin film. The machining force (1.544 μN), machining velocity (1μm/s), and machining length (5μm) are constant in all machining experiments. The experimental results are shown in Fig.4 . In conventional contact mode, the average machining depth is 21.50 nm. In USV-assisted mode, the average machining depth increased from 21.50 nm to 28.41 nm with the USV drive signal amplitude of 6 V. The USV induced machining depth is 6.91 nm, which means the USV mainly plays the role of phase detection rather than machining process. In addition, the amplitude of USV can be considered as 6.91 nm with the input signal amplitude of 6 V.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We conduct hardness determination experiments on SiO2, Au film on Si substrate with the thickness of 200 nm, and PSthin-film on SiO2 substrate. The USV frequency is set as 1 MHz because of that the USV frequency should avoid and between the resonant frequency of cantilever (350 kHz -450 kHz) and piezoceramic disk (2 MHz). Fig. 5 is the experimental results of Au film. Fig. 4(a) is the AFM topography image of machined grooves with the applied forces of 4.60 μN, 5.67 μN, 6.73 μN, and 7.79 μN by USV-assisted AFM method. As Fig. 5(b) shows the different depth of machined grooves at the white dotted line in Fig. 5(a) . The machined depth increase along with the increasing applied force. Fig. 5(c) -(f) are experimental data and its fitting curve of depth and phase of grooves 1 to 4. By fitting the experimental data with (1), (4) , and (5), the hardness value of Au film can be determined. Fig. 6 is the experimental results of SiO2. Fig. 6(a) is topography image of machined grooves with the applied forces of 6.26 μN, 7.52 μN, 9.40 μN, and 10.65 μN. Fig. 6(b) is cross-section of machined grooves, and Fig. 6(c)-(f) are experimental data and fitting curves of machined depth and response phase. Fig. 6 is the experimental results conducted on PS. Fig. 7(a) is the topography of machined grooves. There are five grooves with same applied force but increasing USV amplitude from 2 V to 10 V. Increasing USV amplitude leads to increasing machined depth. Fig. 7 (c)-(f) are experimental data and fitting curves of machined depth and cantilever response phase value. In this condition, we have the hardness determination results of different materials as Fig. 8 shows.
The experimental results show that the hardness values of PS thin film, Au thin film, and SiO2 are 0.471, 1.359, and 2.091 GPa respectively. The corresponding hardness value determined by other researchers are within the range of about 0.2 to 0.6 [20] , 1 to 2.5 [21, 22] , and 1 to 9 GPa [15] . The comparison between our results and other groups' valid our hardness determination method of USV-assisted AFM machining. The consistence of hardness values of proposed method seems not perfect for each grooves of same material. This may be caused by the different depth range of experimental data. From Fig. 5, 6 , and 7 we can find that with the increase of depth range, the hardness value also increase. Therefore, a proper depth range is important for hardness value determination, and it needs further study in our future work.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the hardness determination method of different materials was proposed at nanoscale by using USVassisted AFM machining process. The hardness determination mechanism was analyzed by modeling the USV machining process combing the quasi-static process and energy conservation law. By building the differential equations of vibration system, the mathematical description and corresponding fitting method was conducted. The experimental data and fitting results valid our proposed method. The determined hardness value through USV-assisted AFM method are in the range of other groups' results. The hardness value obtained by proposed method is proved reasonable and valid. 
